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DOS spikiness in the 1/1 approximant Al78Cu48Fe13 (6).

The spikiness of the electronic density of states in quasicrystals is
believed to be inherent to QCs and so-called approximants (APs)
to QCs

Solids have been traditionally divided into two categories: crystalline and amorphous. The

dramatic discovery of an icosahedral Al-Mn alloy by Shechtman et al.  in 1984

(Shechtman was awarded the 2011 Nobel Prize in Chemistry) extended this dichotomous

division by introducing the notion of quasicrystals (QCs). These compounds possess a

new type of long-range translational order, quasiperiodicity, and a non-crystallographic

orientational order associated with the classically forbidden fivefold, eightfold, tenfold,

and twelvefold symmetry axes . Whereas there are more than 20 million/tens of

thousands known crystalline/amorphous compounds, QCs have hitherto been found in

more than a hundred binary and ternary intermetallic systems . One of the central

problems in condensed matter physics is determining whether quasiperiodicity leads to

physical properties that are significantly different from those of crystalline and

amorphous materials.
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The Penrose tiling pattern, composed of two shapes, has an ordered (quasiperiodic order) yet

never-repeating structure.

Spikiness of the electronic density of states in quasicrystals inherent to
QCs and so-called approximants (APs) to QCs

The spikiness of the electronic density of states in quasicrystals is believed to be inherent

to QCs and so-called approximants (APs) to QCs. The latter are structurally complex

crystalline compounds in which the arrangements of atoms within their large unit cells

closely approximate the local atomic structures in QCs . The first prediction of the spiky

DOS structure in QCs and their APs was made in 1989 . Since then, numerous first-

principles electronic structure calculations have predicted that the DOS consists of many

fine spiked peaks with widths in the range of 10-50 meV (see figure below). One

dissenting theoretical work  argues that the DOS spikiness is an artifact of calculations.
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He II angle-integrated valence band of the single-grain icosahedral Al Pd Mn  QC at 12 K

measured with an energy resolution of 8.6(1) meV. The amplitude of the error bars is equal to one

standard deviation 

What is the controversy surrounding the spikiness of the electronic
density of states in quasicrystals?

On the experimental side, there still is some controversy on the reality of the DOS

spikiness. Ultrahigh-energy- resolution photoemission spectra of poly-grain  and

single-grain  QCs failed to detect the presence of the expected DOS spikiness (see figure

below). The first experimental indication for DOS spikiness was probably made based on

the tunnelling spectra of the single-grain decagonal Al Ni Co  QC, which were

“reminiscent” of the DOS spiky structure . The first definitive statement about the

experimental signatures of the spiky DOS near the Fermi energy in the icosahedral

Al Pd Mn  QC was made in 2009 . Through a complex analysis of the scanning

tunnelling microscopy spectra and the scanning tunnelling spectroscopy measurements,

Widmer et al.  concluded that DOS spikiness occurs only on the nanometer scale and

only in local DOS. It would appear that more high-energy and high-spatial resolution

measurements for other high-quality QCs are required to convincingly state that the DOS

spikiness is an inherent characteristic of QCs and their corresponding APs.
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